Collaborative filtering (CF) based recommender systems identify and recommend interesting items to a given user based on the user's past rating activity. These systems improve their recommendations by identifying user preferences and item related information from external sources, like reviews written by users, or concept tags shared by users about these items. These preferences are often reflected through a multi-criterion rating. In this study, we seek to improve recommender systems by integrating user preferences as side information within standard neighborhoodbased and matrix factorization based methods. We assume that a user's choice of tags for an item provides additional information about the user's personal preference and additional features about the item. Since, querying users to provide tags and multi-criteria rating imposes an additional burden on the user base, we propose using collective classification to predict tags for both the users and items. We also investigate the use of active learning approaches integrated within the collective classification framework when tag information (users or items) is limited. Our experimental results on several real world datasets show the advantages of using tag-based information within the recommender systems. We are also able to show the effectiveness of collective classification algorithms in estimating user preferences and item features. Tag based on the rating of the items previously rated by other users who are most "similar" to the target user. As discussed in the comprehensive survey by Su and Khoshgoftaar [26] , CF approaches can be categorized into two types: neighborhood-based and latent factor based models. Both these approaches rely on the user's previous rating history in order to be able to make better predictions for the future. Over the years, CF-based recommender systems have been improved by incorporating external side-information about the users and items [11, 5, 29] .
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Several rating and e-commerce websites also allow users to provide additional feedback in the form of conceptual keywords, text-based reviews or multi-criteria ratings. For example, a popular hotel booking website (hotels.com) allows users to rate a hotel on five different aspects/criteria: (i) cleanliness, (ii) service, (iii) comfort, (iv) condition and (v) neighborhood. Movie rating websites allow users to add their personalized tags about movies like "Fiction, Thriller, Sci-Fi and Horror" (see Figure 1 ). In this manuscript, we refer to keywords and multi-criteria ratings as tags. It has been observed that recommender systems incorporating this additional tag information along with previous rating information are able to provide effective and personalized recommendations to the end user [11] . However, querying the user base for this additional feedback is burdensome, and several users choose to provide only the final rating or no rating (on review websites).
In relational learning, collective classification methods are quite popular in classifying nodes in network datasets. These methods jointly classify all the test nodes in a network by leveraging the complex and implicit correlations between multiple entities and their labels. They are applicable towards networks which have topological features [12, 13, 15] , but may or may not have node features [13] , and can also be applied on multi-labeled networks [9] . In our proposed model, we assume that tags are not available for some users and items in the system. To predict the tags (or labels) for those users (from implicit user-user network) and for those items (from item-item network), we use multi-label collective classification [20] . The user-user and item-item networks are derived from the user-item rating matrix. To address situations when only a subset of users or items in the system have tags available during training, we employ active learning to incrementally learn a collective classifier and predict tags for those users/items. Furthermore, we use these predicted tags as user attributes and item attributes, and introduce a set of neighborhood-based and latent factor based collaborative filtering methods. Hence, our contributions can be summarized as:
• We use collective classification on user and item networks to predict tags for users and items, respectively. We also employ active learning with a collective classifier when tag information is available only for few users/items.
• We use tags as user attributes and item attributes, thereby computing tag-induced pairwise similarities between users and between items for neighborhood based collaborative filtering model.
• We incorporate user attributes and item attributes into a latent factor model, thereby improving the performance of item recommendation.
Our experimental results on several real world datasets show statistically significant improvements over the state-of-the-art models.
Related Work
Earlier models on collaborative filtering belong to either one of the two categories: user-based [1] and itembased [22] . Several enhancements have been made on these user-based CF methods (e.g., incorporating item popularity in predictions [17] ) and item-based CF methods (e.g., proposing different similarity metrics [3] ) over past few years. However, very little have been done so far to incorporate side information from users/items into these neighborhood-based models. Latent factor models (e.g., SVD++, Probabilistic Matrix Factorization a.k.a. PMF, Bayesian Probabilistic Matrix Factorization a.k.a. BPMF) are the most popular factorization based approaches in recommendation systems [10, 14, 21] . In order to generalize matrix factorization based methods into a predictive framework that can combine the advantages of Support Vector Machines [27] into factorization models, Rendle [18] came up with a new framework known as Factorization Machines (FM). It has been shown that FM is equivalent in representation to other matrix factorization methods (SVD++, PMF, BPMF) and shows improved results for large datasets [19] .
Using active learning to address cold-start situations in recommender systems has been studied by researchers from a few different perspectives. Schein et al. [23] has developed an Expectation-Maximization [2] based method for dealing with the new item scenario only. Other researchers have proposed Bayesian approaches and the use of the Aspect model [7] to improve the performances for the new users in the system [6, 8] . Enrich et al. [4] used tags assigned by users to items as cross-domain information for collaborative filtering, while predicting ratings for new users in the system. Collective classification algorithms are used for jointly classifying all test nodes in a network leveraging both relational attributes and node attributes [12, 15] . Recently, collective classification was investigated in the context of tag-recommendation for new users and items only (cold-start situation) [16] .
Using tags to improve the performance of recommendation systems is a popular and emerging research area [28] . A set of tags used by an user can be considered as user attributes. Similarly, a set of tags used on an item by either one or more users, can be considered as item attributes. Zhen et al. [30] have used this representation of users and items while incorporating the tagbased similarity computation in the framework of probabilistic matrix factorization. Shi et al. [25] proposed a generative model to tackle tag-induced cross-domain collaborative filtering. However, all these methods lack in one aspect: they assume tags for all the users are readily available in the recommendation systems.
Problem Statement
Let U be the set of users, I be the set of items and P represent the set of preference tags or multicriteria aspects that a user can use to provide additional feedback while rating an item. A four-tuple u, i, p, R u,i represents that a user u ∈ U has provided a final rating of R u,i and associated a preference tag p ∈ P for an item i ∈ I. R u,i can be real valued (if explicit rating information exists) or binary (0 or 1) when there is no explicit rating captured, as in tagging or transaction related datasets. We denote R of dimensions |U | × |I| as the user-item rating matrix.
The specific objectives of this study are two-fold: (i) to predict the concept tags a user is most likely to use and also predict the tags that get associated with a given item; and (ii) incorporate this predicted user-and item-associated tags as side information within standard recommender system models to predict either the rating a user will provide for an item or identify the relevant items for a user. Figure 1 provides an overview of our proposed tag-based item recommendation system. In this approach, we first use collective classification approaches (and extensions) to predict the preference tags that are associated with a given user and also identify descriptive tags for a given item. We integrate these "predicted tags" as side in- 
Methodology
formation within neighborhood-based and latent factor based recommendation systems to identify the most relevant items for a user and the rating of an item provided by a user, respectively. The intuition behind our approach is that tag information provides information about user preferences and description/context about items, and utilizing these tags assists in developing more effective recommender systems.
Collective Classification
For collective classification, we use the iterative classification algorithm (ICA) [15] with the multi-label weighted vote relational neighbor (wvRN) as the base classifier [13, 20] . wvRN is a weighted k-nearest neighbor approach that assigns labels to test nodes based on the labels of training nodes in the neighborhood. We refer the reader to our previous paper on collective classification [20] for more details. Given a user-item rating matrix for all users in U and for all items in I, we construct: (i) a user-user network G U and (ii) an item-item network G I . To create these relational networks we use the following criteria: (i) If a pair of users rate at least one common item, then there is a link between these two users in the user network G U ; (ii) If a pair of items are rated/bought by at least one common user, then there is a link between these two items in the item network G I (Figure 1 ). The label(s) of a training user in the user-user network are the tag(s) that are used with items, and the label(s) of an item in an item-item network are the tag(s) that were used previously by users on that item. There are several users and items for which we do not know their tag preferences, and we utilize collective classification to predict those tags.
Active Learning for Tag Prediction
To address the common real world scenario of having tag information for very few users and items, we also use pool-based active learning [24] to train the multi-label collective classifier [20] . Active learning involves retraining of a classifier through consecutive iterations, when very few labeled samples are available initially for training, thereby adding informative samples to the training set in every round. Active learning approaches also provide e-commerce websites with a strategy for crowd-sourcing additional tag feedback for a selected set of users and items only. In the iterative collective classification algorithms, the labels of all the unlabeled samples in the pool undergo multiple changes through the consecutive iterations of the inference procedure. Nodes that undergo more changes or flips in their labels, are considered to be harder to classify. Following our previous work [20] , we use FLIP-score for each node as the criteria to select informative samples. Let S[z] denote the FLIP score for node v z (say, a node from the user-user network or the item-item network) computed using the FLIP algorithm [20] : [26] . These models are either user-based or item-based. In their original form, user-based neighborhood models estimate unknown ratings based on past ratings of "likeminded" users. To estimate the ratingR u,i for a user u on a specific item i, these approaches identify the neighborhood N u (users similar to u), who have rated item i. The predicted ratingR u,i is given by: computing the weighted average. With only the rating matrix R, choices for computing similarity include cosine similarity and Pearson correlation coefficient. An alternative approach to the user-oriented method is the item-oriented approach [22] , where the predicted rating utilizes the known ratings made by the same user on similar (or neighborhood of) items. The predicted ratingR u,i for a user u on an item i is given by:
where N i is the set of items that are "most similar" to item i. S i,j is the similarity between items i and j computed in the user space.
In our formulation we seek to use the tags for a user and/or item as side information (beyond the rating matrix) within these neighborhood models. For each user u, we denote the predicted tag vector aŝ t u = (t u1 , . . . ,t u|P | ) wheret up ∈ {0, 1} denotes the absence or presence of the p-th tag. Instead of using the rating matrix R to define the neighborhood for a user u in user-based approach, we compute the neighborhood N u using the predicted tag vectors for the users. Given a pair of users x and y with predicted tag vectorst x andt y respectively, we compute the cosine similarity between the two tag vectors. Given the neighborhood N u computed using the user tag vectors, we identify all the items rated by users in that neighborhood and denote the set by I Nu and estimate their ratings using Equation (4.2). We select the top-N most popular items from the set I Nu , and refer to this approach as User-Tag-KNN (UT-KNN).
Analogous to the UT-KNN model, we also follow an item oriented approach which we refer as ItemTag-KNN (IT-KNN). In this case, every item i is associated with a predicted tag vector and is denoted bŷ t i and predict the final rating using the neighborhood of candidate items, following Equation (4.3).
We also combine the user-and item-associated predicted tag vectors in a neighborhood model and refer to it by User-Item-Tag-KNN (UIT-KNN). In this case we compute the similarity score between user u and item i based on the cosine similarity between the predicted tag vectors of user u and item i. Once similarity is computed, the rest of the steps, i.e., computation of the neighborhood N u and items I Nu , are same as the UT-KNN model. This allows us to use the side information with predicted tags in both the user and item space.
Latent Factor
Model Latent factor models are a popular class of collaborative filtering methods [26] . Given, a user-item rating matrix, these approaches maps both the users and the items into a latent subspace of features that explain the ratings. Our goal is to incorporate the predicted tag information from the collective classification, into one of the state-of-the-art factorization based recommender systems that also has scope to integrate side information. Specifically, we use the Factorization Machines (FM) [18] framework to learn latent factor models with rich features. Here we provide a short description of FM models and refer the reader to Rendle [18] for additional details.
Given a set of tuples (x, f (x)) where x ∈ R D is a feature vector and f (x) is the corresponding target variable, the FM models interactions upto order d = 2 between the D input variables in the following way:
where F is the dimensionality of the latent space, and the model parameters Θ =
The interaction is not modeled as an independent parameter w j,j . Rather, it is modeled as a factor [18] . Now, a simple way to represent the rating information of a user-item pair u, i , is with a feature vector x ∈ R |U |+|I| with {0, 1} values:
where only the u-th and i-th entries of x are 1 denoting the active user u and the item i which he/she has rated. The model using FM is equivalent to the matrix factorization approach, and is expressed as:
where vectors v u and v i represent the user and item latent features, w 0 is the global bias, w u is the user bias and w i is the item bias.
To incorporate the predicted tags as side information within the FM framework, we use the attribute aware model [18] and essentially extend the feature representation shown in Equation (4.5) with user-and item-associated tag vectorst u andt i , respectively:
Adding features (side information) along with useritem rating information enables the FM to capture pairwise interactions between the different latent spaces representing user, item and the corresponding tags. The formulation of the predicted rating f (x) is given in the supplementary file.
Similar to the nearest neighbor models, using this FM framework we studied the following factorization models: • User-Tag-FM: Here we use the predicted tags as additional features only for the users. We denote this by UT-FM.
• Item-Tag-FM: Here we use the predicted tags as additional features only for the items. We denote this by IT-FM.
• User-Item-Tag-FM: Here we use the predicted tags as additional features for both the users and the items (Equation (4.7)). We denote this by UIT-FM.
5 Experimental Protocol Table 1 reports the key characteristics of datasets used in this study. We have two types of datasets: one type has only tags and the other has both the rating and tags. Bibsonomy 1 and Delicious 2 are social bookmarking datasets with tagging information only, and no item ratings. Tripadvisor 3 dataset contains tag as well as rating information for hotels reviewed by users. MovieLens is a popular movie rating dataset with tag information from users. LibraryThing 4 is an online catalog where users can tag and rate the books they have read.
Datasets
We pruned down the list of tags used in Bibsonomy dataset to 75 in order to rule out less frequent tags used by users, assuming that those are uninformative. We also pruned the Delicious dataset, such that it contains 636 users, 1027 items and 45 most frequently used tags. The Tripadvisor dataset used here contains ratings given by 1202 users on 1890 hotels. The tags (one or more from the set {Solo, Family, Couples, Business, Friends}) assigned by an user to a hotel signifies the purpose for which the hotel might be suitable for that user. For MovieLens dataset, we selected 58 most frequent tags (e.g., "dystopia", "funny", "surreal", "satirical" are only a few to name) used by users on the movies. Unlike the other datasets, the movies (items) in MovieLens have genres associated with them which are considered as item attributes. There are 19 genres for 3146 movies rated by the selected 704 users who were frequent taggers. For LibraryThing dataset, we selected 21 most frequent tags, 1500 most frequent taggers and 3500 most frequently tagged items for our study. All the datasets used in this paper have been made publicly available at http://cs.gmu.edu/~mlbio/TagRecSys/.
Comparative Approaches 5.2.1 Ground Truth Models
In order to assess the usefulness of the tag information, instead of using the predicted tags from collective classification we use true tags (ground truth) in each of the proposed models. The performance of these models serve as an upper bound of the expected performance of the corresponding models that use predicted tag vectors.
• Neighborhood-based approaches: We represent the models that use ground truth tags in proposed neighborhood-based methods as UT-KNN-G, IT-KNN-G and UIT-KNN-G.
• Latent factor based approaches: We represent the models that use ground truth tags in proposed latent factor-based methods as UT-FM-G, IT-FM-G and UIT-FM-G to represent the true tag information added only for the user, for the item and for both, respectively.
Baseline Methods
We use the following baseline approaches for different datasets we have tested.
• User-CF-Pop This is the standard user-user similarity based CF method [26] for selecting the "most similar" users with respect to the target user. It chooses the top-N most popular items out of all the items rated by the most similar users. We refer to this method as U-CF-Pop. For datasets with only tagging information, we used this baseline.
• Item-CF: This is the standard item-item similarity based CF method proposed by Sarwar et al. [22] . We refer to this method as I-CF. For datasets with only tagging information, we used this baseline.
• Factorization Machines: For latent factor-based methods, we use the Factorization Machine [18] as the standard matrix factorization model (Equation (4.6)). The input rating matrix is converted into feature vector format for those datasets which have explicit real valued ratings available for items. We denote this baseline by FM, and use this for datasets which have both rating and tagging information.
Evaluation Strategy
We validate the performance of our models using top-N hit-rate metric [3] for datasets which only have tagging information. For each user, we hide h% of the items for validation purpose. If any of the top-N predicted items fall in the list of h% hidden items for an user, then we consider it as a hit. The values of h used in our experiments will be discussed in detail in Section 5.5. For each user u ∈ U , if I h u are the true items that the user has rated, but were hidden from the learner during training, and ifÎ h u were the predicted items for this user, then, Top-N hit-rate for the model is given by [3] :
where I(·) is an indicator function that returns 1 if the arguement is true, 0 otherwise. For datasets where we have rating information available, we use the standard metrics mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) [26] to compare our results with other baseline methods.
Parameters
The neighborhood-based CF models proposed in this paper require two parameters: (i) the number of nearest neighbors (K) for a user and (ii) the number of top items (N ) to be recommended. Both these parameters were set as 10 in our experiments. Multi-label collective classification using wvRN classifier and relaxation labeling requires two parameters, α and β [13] , which were set to 0.99 and 0.8, respectively.
For each test node, we predicted the tags with top probabilities based on the average number of tags present in the node's neighborhood. The parameter F , i.e., dimensionality of factorization used in FM based models, is set to 100 for our experiments. We evaluated the performance of the FM-based models on a small validation set by varying the number of latent factors (F ∈ {5, 8, 10, 50, 80, 100, 150, 200}) and the value of 100 showed the best performance.
Cross Validation Setup
We experimented with two setups for training and testing item set splits in for evaluating the different recommender systems: (i) standard split: for each user, 70% of the randomly chosen items that he/she has tagged/rated, were used for training and the rest 30% (h = 30) were hidden for testing; (ii) random split: for each user we randomly chose either 70% or 50% or 30% items that he/she has rated/tagged for training and the rest of the items for testing. Based on the percentage of items that were hidden during training (using either one of the two setups), parameter h is set and an updated useritem rating matrix is created. The user-user network G U and item-item network G I are constructed using this updated user-item rating matrix, which are used in collective classification framework for predicting the tags for both users/items. For collective classification, the number of test users is |U te | = b × |U |, where b = 0.2 in our experiments (|I te | = b × |I| for test items). For evaluation purposes, we hide the true tags for these test users/items, and let the collective classifier predict these tags. A total of 5 independent trials were Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the performance of our proposed tag-based CF models on several real world datasets with respect to the baseline methods. Table 2 and 3 show the results for datasets with explicit rating information (Tripadvisor, MovieLens and LibraryThing), whereas Table  4 shows the results for datasets without explicit rating information (Bibsonomy and Delicious). The predicted tag-based FM methods (UIT-FM and IT-FM) perform better than the baseline FM for all the three datasets (Tables 2 and 3 ). However, as expected, the tag-based FM methods can not beat the ground truth models (UIT-FM-G, IT-FM-G and UT-FM-G). The best performance of the ground truth models in comparison to all other methods proves that the knowledge of true tags helps in tag-based item recommendation using FM. For predicted tag-based neighborhood methods we see a different behavior in Table 4 . The baseline method U-CFPop performs better than UIT-KNN, UT-KNN and IT-KNN for both Delicious and Bibsonomy datasets. However, the ground truth models UIT-KNN-G is the best performer amongst all comparative methods. Looking carefully, it appears that item tag prediction (IT-KNN) is comparatively performing worse than user tag prediction (UT-KNN) for these two datasets, and that is why the overall performance of UIT-KNN is getting affected.
Statistical Significance Tests
We did paired t-tests with significance level = 0.10, between the performance outcomes of 5 independent runs of our Tables 5 and 6 . If the p-value ≤ 0.1 then we can say with 90% confidence that the results are statistically significant. Almost all the outcomes of our tag-based methods gave statistically significant scores (except MovieLens).
Performance of Collective Classification
In order to see how accurately the multi-label collective classification algorithm is predicting tags for users and items, we show the (1−Hamming Loss) metric in Figure  2 for all five datasets. It appears that the performance of the collective classifier for both the user and item tag prediction is good for all the datasets. 6.3 Varying Training Ratio For collective classification, we assumed that we know the tags for 80% of the training users/items and tried to predict the tags of the rest 20% users/items (i.e., b = 0.2). To observe the effect of varying ratio of training users/items in collective classification, and eventually on the performance of tag-based CF methods, we show the mean RMSE for Tripadvisor and LibraryThing datasets. We also present the multi-label accuracy (1−Hamming Loss) for tag prediction for users/items in both the datasets using random split. The remaining results for the different datasets and validation setup can be found in the supplementary file. Figures 3(a) and 3(c) show that the multiple tag prediction accuracy of the collective classifier does not vary significantly for the two datasets, with increasing training ratio starting from 0.1 through 0.9 with steps of 0.1. However, the performance for CF methods does show improvements with increasing training ratio for LibraryThing dataset due to its denser network structure and higher rating density. For the Tripadvisor data, we do not see much variations in the RMSE scores with increasing training ratio ( Figure  3(b) ). This is due to its lowest rating density and lowest average number of tags per user/item amongst all the datasets. This affects the performance of collective classification and tag-based collaborative filtering. Figure 4 shows the multi-label accuracy (1-Hamming Loss) for two datasets using active learning with FLIP score criteria [20] in comparison to random sampling. In previous sections, we have shown that tags used as side information can definitely enhance the performance of recommendation system models. Figure 4 shows that use of active learning is worthwhile in comparison to random sampling, in order to predict the tags accurately. The effect of FLIP based active learning is more prominent in reducing RMSE for LibraryThing dataset because it has higher rating density than Tripadvisor, thereby, creating denser user-user and item-item networks where collective classification is more effective. The results for other datasets are included in supplementary file. MovieLens having higher rating density, shows better performance and similar trend as that of LibraryThing dataset (Figures 3(h) and 4(f) in supplementary file).
Performance of Active Learning

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the use of collective classification for predicting user preference tags and item descriptive tags as side information, that can be seamlessly integrated within state-of-the-art collaborative filtering recommender systems. In general, most recommender systems do not have tag information available for all users/items. Collective classification can be used on implicit user-user and item-item networks to predict tags for those users/items. We have shown how these state-of-the-art neighborhood-based models and latent factor models improve their overall performance when predicted tags are added as side information. When the number of users/items with known tags is very few, we have used active learning to train the collective classifier and incrementally added informative samples to training set in each round. We have tested our models on several real world datasets with statistically significant results, in comparison to baseline methods that do not use any tag information during item recommendation. Our experiments suggest that employing collective classification for tag prediction in tag-based recommender systems is more effective for datasets with higher rating density.
